An Evolving and Complicated Modernization Outlook

Citizens expect the same level of convenience as they do in the private sector. Challenges remain in building a integrated modernization foundation to deliver on that promise. To address those challenges, agencies face:

- IT modernization failures
- Difficulty integrating and consolidating old systems
- High cost of ongoing maintenance
- Difficulty finding employees with specialized knowledge and experience
- A workforce that lacks relevant training or certifications
- Languages.

According to NASCIO, legacy “systems. These systems were designed using a technology and programming languages.

The top three obstacles to modernization cited by IT leaders were:

- 64% – Security risks
- 49% – Difficulty integrating and consolidating old systems
- 11% said that their agencies had made no progress or that they have maintained legacy tools

The top consequences of IT modernization failure for all IT modernization efforts were:

- 58% – Security risks
- 52% – Costs required for support
- 11% said that their agencies have made no progress or that they have maintained legacy tools

The top three detection to modernization challenges were:

- 60% for traceability
- 55% for security
- 50% for cost of ongoing maintenance

For fiscal year 2023, theWhite House has requested $12.4 billion for the Pentagon’s fraud reduction intelligence platform. The White House has requested $58.4 billion for civilian agencies’ fraud reduction intelligence platforms.
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